Spring has FINALLY come to the Midwest! From the buds on the tree to the daffodils pushing up through the dirt, Spring brings a time of hope and newness. Just recently, one of our staff was down in southern Missouri and was fortunate to see the Dogwoods in bloom. There were also trees covered with purple buds. Gazing upon the vibrant colors covering the hills, it reminded her of all the brilliant colors that we have in our store and are just waiting to be used in your quilt projects. Take a second to think about this .... “Color does not add a pleasant quality to design – it reinforces it” (Pierre Bonnard). Let’s take a glance at the variety of colors that we have on display to enhance your projects.

Our first showcase fabrics is called Vintage Farmhouse which presents as an exquisite fabric line from Hoffman.

For all of the baseball fans out there, look at these home run selections:

Anyone say Batiks? Oh yes, we certainly have them! Look at some of the beautiful Batik colors that have recently arrived at Something For You:

From Marcus Fabrics, comes a fabric line called “Delightful Dozen”. This fabric will make the perfect pairing for your favorite dark and medium calicos.

This month, the coupon is for 20% off a cut of Backing fabric!

(You must have the actual coupon in order to receive the discount.)